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Perhaps you have been trading stocks for a long time. You believe that you have mastered the a

All right then, step right up to the plate and get prepared for some advanced stock market tra

For advanced traders, using margin, selling short, getting into IPOs, and other quite sophisti
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Perhaps you have been trading stocks for a long time. You believe that you have mastered the a

All right then, step right up to the plate and get prepared for some advanced stock market tra

For advanced traders, using margin, selling short, getting into IPOs, and other quite sophisti
Understanding IPOs

IPOs or initial public offerings are a highly visible sign of the transition of a company from
There are two ways to potentially make money from these IPOs.

First, the trader needs to get in early and buy stocks through the initial public offering, ho

The other way is to sit back, watching and waiting until after the IPO has begun. See if the n
Shorting Stocks

Selling short is an advanced technique that many traders do not take advantage of. Short selle
When the price tumbles, the short sellers can buy the stock at the lower price to cover their
Short selling is risky though. If the prices jump instead of drop, you will lose money. It is
Margin Trading

Margin accounts can permit the trader to borrow money to buy stock. Margin trading uses borrow

If you were to buy a stock worth $1,000 on a cash basis, without the use of margin trading, yo

If the stock gets you $10 per stock, profit will be based on the number of shares of stock you
Closing

As with everything in life, there is a flip side to every coin. In many cases, the greater the
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